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The aim of this thesis is to introduce the concept of
distributed computer systems to the Republic of Turkish Navy
for its new computer system. The new computer system is
planned to provide data processing facilities to the
commands spread over a 20km area at Golcuk. The main
elements (networks, operating systems, file servers) of
distributed computer systems are explained as well as the
concept. The recommended system is a collection of super
minis to which a number of personal computers are connected.
A design methodology and a pilot system are described. Also,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed computer systems have been widely discussed
in the context of computer architecture. The advent of wide
area networks, such as ARPANET allowed trials involving
large computers, distributed databases and distributed
resources. The combination of local area networks and micro
computer advancements are allowing the concept of distrib-
uted computer systems to be explored in a practical manner.
The goal of this thesis is to explain the concepts of
distributed computer systems based on mini and micro
(personal) computers, as a design alternative for computer
systems for Republic of Turkey Navy (RTN)
.
Considering distributed computer systems, will be a new
era for the RTN, because in the RTN, distributed computer
systems or networked computer systems have never been imple-
mented. All RTN data processing work is done by two separate
multi user computer systems. Those computers are used to
support the supply system of the RTN at two different sites.
One is at the capitol of Turkey (Ankara) , another is at the
main navy base (Golcuk)
.
Increasing data processing needs of the RTN force the
Chief of Navy to consider building a third computer system
at Golcuk which will provide data processing facilities to
three fleets, a shipyard, and several ground facilities
spread over a 20km area. Traditionally, The Chief of Navy
considers new multi user systems because of existing knowl-
edge and experience level. Difficulties including cost of
connections for multi-user computer systems in a dispersed
organization may be reasons to consider, distributed
computer systems as a replacement. This thesis introduces
distributed computer systems and proposes a design method-
ology to the Chief of Turkish Navy.
While presenting the idea of the distributed systems to
the Chief of Turkish Navy, this thesis will concentrate on
the concept of distributed computer systems and how mini and
micro computers can be used.
Several fundamental driving forces support the use of
mini and micro computers in a distributed computer system
architecture for the RTN ' s new computer system. For example,
the rapidly improving architecture of mini and micro
computers, the changing communication technology, the
increasing capacity of secondary storage devices, and the
software technologies state of art; have made mini and micro
computers easily usable, powerful and cheap in distributed
computer systems.
Chapter II describes the main parts of the distributed
computer systems including networks, network operating
system, distributed operating systems and file servers. Some
applications of distributed systems are also described.
Chapter III explains general concepts and issues of
distributed systems which are common for each different size
computer from personal computers to mainframe computers. To
understand the concept of distributed computer systems is an
important step to solving the design problems of the system.
Chapter IV concentrates on the selection and design
methodology for distributed computer systems. The design
methodology based on user needs leads to conceptionalization
of a pilot (prototype) model before building the real
system.
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II. ELEMENTS OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
A Distributed Computer System (DCS) is a collection of
processor-memory pairs connected by a communications subnet,
logically integrated in varying degrees. The communication
subnet may be a geographically dispersed collection of
communication processors or a Local Area Network (LAN)
.
DCS covers many areas including the management of
communications, operating systems, distributed database
systems, concurrency, fault toleration, ultra-reliable
systems, real-time systems, artificial intelligence, and
cooperative problem solving techniques
This chapter will concentrate on showing the relation-
ships between DCS and mini and micro (personal) computers.
In general, DCS consist of four parts: LAN or Wide Area
Network (WAN), Network Operating System (NOS), Distributed
Operating system (DOS), and Distributed file servers.
Applications such as Distributed Real-time systems and
Distributed Databases (DDB) are explained below. They actu-
ally refer to a particular aspect of a DCS and not the
entire DCS.
A. LOCAL AREA NETWORK
According to Stalling [Ref. 1] "a local area network is
a communication network that provides interconnection of a
variety of data communicating devices within a small area".
A small area generally refers to a single building or
possibly several buildings. A network with a radius of 20km
would border between LAN and WAN. LAN's are sometimes clas-
sified into three types: a LAN, a high Speed Local Network
(HSLN) which is typically found in a large computer center
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and a Digital Switch/Computerized Branch Exchange (CBX)
,
(HSLN and CBX will not be considered in the thesis).
LAN's have been designed within the frame work of the
international organization for standardization's (ISO)
reference model for open system interconnection (OSI) to
describe the functionablity of a computer network in a
structured and layered manner. The ISO model contains seven
layers [Ref. 2]. The functions of all layers are explained
in Appendix A. The general design criteria provided by OSI
layers is illustrated in Table I.
Main considerations of LAN include network topology,
network protocols and network performance evaluation.
1 . Network Topology
The principal technology alternatives that determine
the nature of a local network are topology and communication
medium (cable), which refer to the way in which the end
points or nodes of the network are interconnected. A
topology is defined by the layout of communication links and
switching elements and it determines the path that may be
used between any pair of node.
There are four main topologies: Bus, tree, ring, and
star. In the star topology, each node is connected by a
point-to-point link to a common control switch.
Communication between any two nodes is via circuit
switching. This topology exhibits a centralized communica-
tion control strategy. In the ring topology, the local
network consists of a set of repeaters joined by a point-to-
point uni-direct ional link in a closed loop. Control is
needed to determine at what time each node may insert
packets. In the bus topology, there are no switches and no
repeaters. All nodes are attached through appropriate hard-
ware, interfacing directly to a linear communication medium.
The tree topology is a generalization of the bus topology.
12
TABLE I
GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA PROVIDED BY OSI LAYERS
A p S T N D P c
P R E R E A H
P E S A T T Y N
L S s N W A S T
I E I S 1 R
LAYERS C N P R L C














Connection establishment X X X X X
Rules of into transfer X X
Order of messages X X (X)
Integrity of info transfer X X
Handling oi long messages X (X)




Addressing X X X
Path selection (X) X
Load leveling X (X)
Priorities X X
Recovery X
Error control X X X X
Logging X (X) (X)
Sharing connections X X X X
Network management X IX)
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communication medium is a branching cable with no closed
loops
.
The medium is the physical path between transmitter
and receiver in a communication network. The relationship
between the medium and the topology is shown in Figure 2.1.
TOPOLOGY













Figure 2.1 Relationship Between Medium and Topology
A baseband network refers to transmission of signals
without modulation and the entire medium spectrum is
consumed by the signal. Baseband LAN's are typically
accessed via a carrier sensed multi-access collision detect
(CSMA/DC) protocol commonly referred to as Ethernet
protocol
.
A broadband network uses frequency division multi-
plexing (FDM) and divides the spectrum of the medium into
channels, each of which carries analog signals or modulated
digital data. For example, some channels may be used for a
point-to-point data communication, at the same time that
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other channels can utilize a contention protocol such as
used in Ethernet, while still other channels may be assigned
video traffic and still other available channels, can be
dedicated to voice traffic.
Selection of the best network topology and medium
for a particular DCS may consider the bus topology versus
the ring topology and broadband versus baseband. Figure 2.2
shows the medium comparison for mini and micro computer
networks
.
A basic characteristic of a bus is the physical
ability to provide broadcast communication. The maximum
delay is the negligible signal propagation time over the
length of the bus. A ring, on the other hand, does not
possess this physical capability because a message must be
serially transmitted around the ring. However, it must be
noted that logically the equivalent of a broadcast transmis-
sion can be achieved by a sender using an address code which
will cause every node to read the message as it circulates
in the ring. Whether a bus or ring topology does this faster
or with greater throughput depends significantly on load.
With light load there is less delay on a contention bus
relative to a token ring. Because there is a high prob-
ability that a node will be able to transmit its messages
immediately on the bus, there is no waiting for receipt of
tokens, as there is on a token ring. Conversely at high
loads, contention is so great that the probability is high
that a node attempting to transmit will encounter
congestion. Indeed, there is no upper bound on delay time on
a congestion bus, whereas delay time is bounded for a token
ring because a node will be guaranteed to receive the right
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Figure 2.2 Broadband versus Baseband.
For broadband versus baseband, there is a great
tendency to use the broadband medium in the LAN because the
broadband allows various communication traffic to be applied
on the network.
Bus, ring, and star, topologies have advantages
shown in Figure 2.3. Choosing one depends on criteria such
as
,
throughput, network flexibility and expandability,
device connectivity, cost and reliability. (comparison of
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Figure 2.3 Alternative Performance of Topologies.
2 . Network Protocols
As explained in the previous section, LANs mostly
utilize the ring, the broadband bus, and baseband bus.
Common protocols for accessing ring LAN's are the Newhall
(token) protocol [Ref s . 4,5], the IEEE 802.4 token ring
protocol, the pierce protocol [Ref. 6], and the delay inser-
tion protocol [Ref. 7]. Prime and Apollo [Ref. 8] are exam-
ples of token ring protocols, the Cambridge ring [Ref. 9]
and spider [Ref. 10] are examples of slotted ring protocols,
and DDLCN [Ref. 11] is a delay insertion ring.
There are many network protocols implemented on
different topologies. To create network compatibility it is
necessary to use standard interface boards and protocols to
connect to different hosts on the network. For example,
17
Excelan 803.2 compatible board, allows different micros to
be connected to a bus network and takes care of all network
protocol details. That is why, LAN standards have been
developed within the national and international standard
communities and The National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
supports those standards. Those standards cover address
layers 1 and 2 of the OSI layered model. They define the
access methods, the physical interfaces and link control
procedures for LAN. It is important to recognize that these
standards do not provide the ability to communicate on a
computer- to- computer basis. It is necessary to develop
higher level protocols, whether in a local area networking
environment or in an environment comprised of communication
technologies
.
The lower layers of the ISO reference model {Figure
2.4} that must be used are technology dependent. When
dealing with public data networks, the X.25 specification is
used but in a local area networking environment there are
three separate specifications. The middle layer protocols of
the reference model have been developed to work effec-
tively over different communication technologies in support
of many different applications. The upper layers involve
multiple protocols corresponding to multiple applications.
Those IEEE 802 specifications shown in Figure 2.5
which are concerned with local technologies are:
-IEEE standard 802.3 a bus utilizing CSiMA/CD
(Ethernet) as the access method
-IEEE standard 802.4 a bus utilizing token passing
(GMC token passing) as the access method.
-IEEE standard 802.5 a ring utilizing token passing
(IBM token-ring) as access method
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Figure 2.5 IEEE 802 Family
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The status of higher layer protocols in ISO reflect
consensus at technical and policy levels. The characteris-
tics of higher level protocols are given in Appendix A. In
addition, the internet protocol explained in IEEE standards
is of particular interest to the local area networking envi-
ronment. It fits into the upper one-third of layer 3 and
provides for internetwork communications on a connectionless
basis. This protocol is essential for communications across
a combined LAN.
The implementation of those protocols in personal
computer networks was achieved by using a combination of
hardware and software. The first two layers are implemented
in ROM on the communication card plugged into the computer.
The higher layer protocols appear as network control soft-
ware located within the disk server. Sometimes there are
exceptions. For example the first four or five layers could
be implemented as ROM on a communication card (e.g. IBM PC
network). The size of network control software mostly
depends on the complexity of the network. For distributed
computer systems, the size of communication software would
be more than 100 kbytes of RAM.
3 . Performance Evaluation of LAN
With proper subnet and distributed operating system
(DOS) It is possible to share hardware and software
resources in a cost effective manner while increasing
productivity and lowering costs.
Some metrics are needed to evaluate the performance
of a LAN based on multi-micro computers to help decide which
topology is the best for cost /performance and for message-
traffic/performance [Ref s . 12,13].
20
The performance metrics which appear below are
defined in terms of communication among nodes. This is the
most meaningful interpretation of inter-object communication
(e.g. micro computers) in a performance context, since a
message must first be addressed to a node before the message
can be received by higher level objects (functional modules
and processes). Nodes in the network do not share any
memory; all communication is performed by message passing.
Each node is assumed to consist of a processor (CPU) with
local memory, a communication processor capable of routing
messages without delaying the processor, and a number of
connections to communication links connecting the node to
other nodes
.
Selected LAN metrics defined below compare simple
bus networks to complex networks such as the chordal ring,
and hypercube. The parameters of networks {Figure. 2.6}.
were given to make the metrics understandable.
The metrics are:
1. Accessibility: The number of nodes which can be
reacted directly with a single message trans-
mitted from a given node,
2. Connectivity: The number of nodes which a given
node is connected to
3. Average nodes traversed: The sum of interviewing
nodes traversed by messages transmitted by given
nodes in order to reach each of the other N-l
nodes
.
Network topology, metrics based on cost /performance




b Branching factor for asymmetric structures
c Chord length
D Dimension of mesh or hypercube
K Number of network nodes
N Network message population
N* Message population where queueing must occur
Ro Total amaount of service required by a message
L Mean message path length
Lmax Maximum source-destination distance
n Number of levels in an asymmetric structure
w Lattice width of mesh or hypercube
pe Processing element
lc Communication link connection
cl Communication link
Spe Mean processing element service time
Scl Mean communication link service time
Vpe Processing element visit ratio
Vcl Communication link visit ratio
Vi Visit ratio for device i
Si Mean device i service time
Xo System message completion rate
LocSize Size of locality
LV Average number of links traversed in a
( symmetri c) symmetric structure with uniform routing
LV Average number of links traversed in a
(asymmetr ic) asymmetric structure
NumLinks Number of communication links in network
(K.Net-type) of size K
Reach Number of nodes reachable by traversing 1
(1, Net-type) links
Figure 2.6 Parameters of Network,
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a. Cost/Performance Evaluation of LAN.
In the cost /performance algorithm, The cost of
each structure is defined as a function of the number of
network nodes and the unit cost of communications. Cost is
significant, only because it permits a comparison of cost
performance ratios for various connection networks.
For the cost algorithm, each node of the system
is assumed to consist of a processing element (pe), a commu-
nication processor (cp), and a fixed number of link connec-
tions (lc) joining the node to a bidirectional communication
link (cl). The simply defined algorithm is:
COST (Net -type, Net - size , Cpe , Ccl , Clc ) =
COST=Cpe* (Net -size)
+ Clc- (Net- size)
-
v (Num of conn, per node)
+Ccl* (Number of links)
Net-type type of interconnection structures
Cpe unit cost of pe-cp pair
Clc unit cost of a link connection
Ccl unit cost of communication link
The unit cost of communication links can be of
two types: dedicated links between two nodes, and busses
shared by two or more nodes. In the first case, Ccl is
simply the cost of each link. In the second case, Ccl is
assumed to be the cost of the bus divided by the number of
connections to it. The metrics of the networks' topologies
are shown for the cost algorithm in Table II.
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TABLE II
METRICS OF EACH TOPOLOGY
System Node Connections Links
Single bus K K 1




Double ring K 4K 2K
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In the cost /performance algorithm the network
structures are described in two ways: symmetric structures,
or asymmetric structures. Message sent by each node of a
symmetric interconnection structure can reach the same
number of nodes by traversing (L) communication link for all
(L) (e.g. bidirectional ring network). In an asymmetric
interconnection structure the number of nodes reachable in
(L) links from a given node depend on the location of the
source node in the network (e.g. trees, snowflake).
It is possible to compare various interconnec-
tion networks under a wide variety of conditions and assump-
tions. One can examine throughput bounds, cost and
24
cost/ throughput bounds for various nodes and link service
times. For example, Figure 2.7 shows cost/system-size, and
cost/performance relations for various networks [Ref. 13].
b. Message- traffic/Performance of LAN
For the second case, the same assumptions and
the same metrics for the cost /performance case are used for
message- traffic/performance . In the formulation process, a







for any closed queueing network.
To simplify analysis, the additional assumptions
are given that all nodes require the same mean time Spe to
perform a computation and all links require Scl to transmit
a message.
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Figure 2.7 Cost /Performance for Networks.
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Briefly, Figure 2.8 shows various message-
traffic/performance ratios on completion rates (Xo) for
different networks.
I have described algorithms for determining cost
and performance bounds for distributed message passing
systems under some assumptions, more complete detail can be
found in Dennig-Bunzen' s article [Ref. 14]. In fact,
message- traffic, cost and performance are the only figures
of merit in distributed systems. A weighted function of
cost, performance, reliability, broadcast delay and expan-
sion increments should provide a more precise algorithm of
selections
.
B. WIDE AREA NETWORKS
A wide area network (WAN) is a geographically dispersed
collection of hosts and communication processors where the
distances involved are large. Another common name for WAN is
long haul networks. Typical WAN's are ARPANET, [Ref. 15],
CYCLADES [Ref. 16], TYMNET and telenet. WAN is outside of
the scope of this thesis.
C. NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM
Each host in a computer network has a local operating
system that is independent of the network. The sum total of
all the operating system software added to each host for
communication and sharing of resources is called a Network
Operating System (NOS). The added software often includes
modifications to the local operating system. NOS ' s are char-
acterized as being built on top of existing operating
systems and they attempt to hide the differences between
underlying systems. Tables III and IV are examples of how
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Figure 2.8 Message- traffic/Performance for Networks
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the connection control status and network administration
responsibilities of NOS.
D. DISTRIBUTED OPERATING SYSTEM
There is one native operating system DOS for all
distributed objects in an integrated computer network. A DOS
should be designed with the network requirements in mind, so
that it manages the resources of the network in a global
fashion. Figure 2.11 [Ref s . 55,67,68] lists a number of
DOS's. Note that the boundary between the network operating
system (NOS) and the distributed operating system (DOS) is
not clearly distinguishable.
DOS have generally been used in two different LANs,
according to the type of communication medium: shared memory
systems (tight ly- coupled systems) and local computer systems
(loosely-coupled systems).
Shared memory systems such as C.mmp [Ref. 17], and Intel
432 [Ref. 18] consist of several processors connected by a
bus or cross bar switch to the memory. A global scheduler
determines an assignment of ready tasks to the processors.
The message can be passed from one process to another at
unit cost; they can be copied at the saturation rate of the
memory
.
Local computer systems such as Cm- [Ref s . 19,20,21],
Xerox Star [Ref. 22], and Cambridge ring consist of several
processors connected by baseband serial communication lines.
A global scheduler or a small set of cooperating schedulers
assign ready tasks to processors. Some processors may have
been preassigned functions such as file server, printer
server, mail server or workstation. Message passing cost is
proportional to message size. Transmission speeds vary from
4 Mbits/sec up to memory speed.
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TABLE III
OSI SUPPORT OF NETWORK CONTROL RESPONSIBILITIES
A p s T N D P C
P R E R E A H
P E s A T T Y N
L S s N W A S T
i E I s I R
LAYERS C N P R L C























Problem determination rx) (X) iX)
Alternate routine X
Test X X X X X X X
Restoration/ Recovery X
Service level monitoring X X X
Availability X
Response time
Accuracy X (X) X
Patching
Info distribution X iX) X (X)
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TABLE IV
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Network accounting X X
Security control X
Transfer of files
Determining span of control X
Setting up command sequences X
Change management X


















Figure 2.9 List of Distributed Operating Systems.
Most DOS for loosely- coupling systems are adaptations of
shared memory operating systems such as StarOS, Medusa, and
Cambridge ring. The shared memory operating system has been
adapted to support communication over the local network.
This is accomplished by implementing important systems func-
tions as dedicated processes invoked by sending messages and
waiting for responses. In StarOS, processes are assigned to
specific processors by a small set of coordinating schedu-
lers. In Cambridge ring, processes such as file server,
printer server and login server are preassigned to specific
machines, user's processes are assigned to the idle mini and
micro computers by the login server. In Xerox star, all
processes are assigned to machines. Adapting the
32
architecture of a shared memory operating system for local
computer networks expedites development because it requires
few new concepts. It produces a uniform user environment
that hides the system from user view, resulting in a high
transparency characteristic.
The traditional DOS approach is for one copy of the
operating system to be available to all user processes and
for the user processes to invoke the operating system via a
trap on supervisor call instructions (e.g. tightly coupled
system). In a bus oriented multi-microprocessor system, the
processors, which do not contain the single copy of the
operating system, execute much slower than the one processor
that does contain the copy of the operating system in its
local storage. This occurs because of bus contention
incurred by processors which must make remote memory
accesses to the operating system code via the bus. One way
to prevent performance degradation is to provide a copy of
the entire operating system in every processor's local
memory (e.g., Xerox star system), but this may be infeasible
due to the size of the operating system and required memory
size. The solution used in Medusa and Cambridge ring oper-
ating systems is to distribute the various operating func-
tions (e.g., process management memory management and file
management) to different processors. Each processor is dedi-
cated to performing a single function. Operating system
functions are invoked by messages containing parameters
which specify the desired service.
Generally, operating systems perform two classes of
functions: allocation of resources among computing tasks and
extending primitive hardware by implementing a powerful
virtual machine. Table V displays the design hierarchy of
the new generation single machine operating system. Each
level in Table V manages a set of objects of a given type,
it does this by providing operations for creating and
deleting objects and changing their states.
33
TABLE V
DESIGN HIERARCHY OF OPERATING SYSTEM
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Hiding maps from names to objects is a central principle
in many new generation operating systems. In multi- level
systems the map for a given class of objects is maintained
by the layer for that class. To carry this principle over to
multi-processor systems, the design must hide the location
of all shared objects (e.g. processors, printers). This
requires the solution to two problems: the reliable exchange
of information between processes on different processors and
the global naming of objects. These problems are solved in
DOS by creating a communication layer for the first problem
and by arranging common directory tree hierarchies for the
second.
1 . Communication Layer
The communication layer provides a single mechanism
for exchanging information between two processes, indepen-
dent of whether they are on the same processor Figure 2.10,
can be inserted in the middle of the design hierarchy
between the virtual memory level and the directory level
Figure 2.11. If the communication layer were higher than
the directory level, the directory manager would have no
access to interprocessor communications ; the task of
managing files and other objects across several processors
would then fall to the user. If the communication layer were
lower than the virtual memory, level segments could not be
used to send or receive information across information chan-
nels. In other words, placing the communication layer at the
lower level of primitive process can be optimal only in a
very tightly coupled system in which the main memory units
of each processor are part of the same address space.
Placing the communication layer at the high user level can
be optimal only for loosely coupled systems whose operating
systems use incompatible schemes for naming, sharing and
communications. The placement of the communication layer at
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an intermediate level is a compromise permitted by the






Figure 2.10 User View of Communication Layer.
The communication layer has to implement the network
protocols (Figure 2.12). Those protocols are able to
recover from errors such as lost messages, duplicated
messages and out of messages.
2 . Directory Layer
The directory layer implements a system wide direc-
tory structure that permits tree path names to be used as













Figure 2.11 Insertion of Communication Layer.
2.13 illustrates that each entry of a directory contain
name, access and capability fields for each object listed. A
directory containing only self and parent entries is consid-
ered empty. The directory level simply stores global capa-
bilities but does not attempt to interpret them.
It also has the responsibility for ensuring that the
directory hierarchy is consistent across all processors.
This can be accomplished by replication in a distributed
database system. Any operation that modifies a nonlocal
directory must broadcast the change to update processes in
directory levels of the other machines. To control the
number of update messages in a large system, the full direc-
tory tree showed be kept on a small set of machines imple-
menting "stable store" copies of the portions of the
directory structure being accessed. User loggin-update
information need be sent only to the stable store machines

























Figure 2.12 Internal View of Communication Layer
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Name access capability-
Parent < cap for parent directory
< cap for this directory
< cap for object N
Self
N
Figure 2.13 Format of Directory.
A major goal of DOS is to make the system trans-
parent and act as a single processor for each user.
E. DISTRIBUTED FILE SERVERS
A file system is an integral part of a NOS , a DOS and a
distributed database system. In most distributed systems the
file system is considered a server which fields requests
from users as well as from the rest of the operating system.
File servers support the vision that there is a single
logical file system. In fact, there may be many different
file systems depending on the level of sophistication . The
file server may support replication, movements of files and
reliable updates to files in addition to the common file
commands. Examples of file servers are : Cambridge ring file
server [Ref. 23], DFS [Ref. 24], Felix file server
[Ref. 25], ROE [Ref. 26], Violet [Ref. 27], WFS and SEE
[Refs. 28,18].
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Nuclear power plants, process control applications
and weapon fire control systems are inherently distributed
and have severe real-time constraints and reliability
requirements. Airline reservation and banking applications
are also distributed, but have less severe real-time and
reliability constraints and are easier to build. Examples of
some real-time systems are ESS [Ref. 30], REBUS [Ref. 31],
SIFT [Ref. 32], and AEGIS [Ref. 33].
2 Distributed Database Systems
An important application of DCS ' s is to allow data-
bases (in contrast to file systems) to be geographically
distributed across the network while at the same time being
logically integrated. Increased reliability and performance
can also be attained with a distributed database. Perhaps
the best known distributed database systems are:
Distributed Ingres (relational database) [Ref. 34], R*
[Ref. 35], and SDD-1 [Ref. 36] which are implemented mainly
on mini computer networks. Although there are some databases
written for micro computers such as REBU , there are no known
practical ways to distribute the database among networked
personal computers
.
Although the list of actual DCS ' s explained above
can't achieve the full potential benefits of distributed
computing. These systems would provide valuable input to
formulate solutions for DCS.
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III. CONCEPT OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
This chapter provides a perspective on six interrelated
DCS issues: the object model, access control, distributed
control, reliability, heterogeneity, and efficiency. These
fundamental issues are described, problems associated with
these issues are viewed as topics which span the network,
operating system and database on mini-micro computers.
A. THE OBJECT MODEL
The object model is a collection of information and a
set of operations defined for that information. An object is
an instantiation of a data abstraction. One definition of an
object is an incarnation of a resource. All hardware and
software resources of a DCS can be regarded as objects. All
objects required by a process at some instance of time is
called a domain. This includes code and environment objects
such as process control blocks and file control blocks.
Typical distributed systems functions such as (static
and dynamic) allocation of objects, sharing objects across
the network and providing interface between separate objects
are all "conceptually" simple. The object concept is
powerful and most DOS ' s listed in Figure 2.9 are based on
objects., Consider a centralized name server that is causing
a performance bottleneck and reliability problems.
Reprogramming the name server in a distributed fashion might
relieve these problems without effecting users of the name
server object because to users of the name server the inter-
face has remained the same.
The major problems with object based systems has been
poor execution time performance resulting from inefficient
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implementation of access to objects (note: the execution
time would be slower for personal computers). If the granu-
larity of an object is too large, then the benefits of an
object based system is lost. The needed are better architec-
tures, better performance analyses, matching current organi-
zation structure to object based system, to choose good
object granulatity and the ability to reduce the losts and
execution times. As examples of curing problems of object
module, consider network topology, bus or ring topology is
very general and flexible that provide a convenient design
model for representing objects in LAN type of DCS. The bus
topology provides a direct path (logical) from each objects
and allow (N) nodes to be connected in mesh topology in
order of N(N-l)/2. The ring network is faster than bus
network and delay time in ring network is shorter than in
bus network. (the information on various networks were
already given in the Chapter II).
The object model is considered fundamental to DCS
research because it is a convenient primitive for DCS '
s
which simplifies design, implementation and extensibility.
B. ACCESS CONTROL
Accessing the resources [Ref. 37] can be controlled in
two ways: serial access, and use of an access control list.
1 . Serial Access
Serial sharing of a single resource can be forced by
locking. But there are other interesting techniques:
(1) Serial access [Ref. 38] in a ring can be forced
by using a token protocol.
(2) Time division multiplexing and frequency divi-
sion multiplexing is a static serial sharing of
the communication medium.
(3) Polling is a technique where a central host
queries stations one at a time.
(4) Reservation schemes [Ref. 40] require stations
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to reserve future time slots on the communica-
tion medium to completely avoid conflict.
(5) Limited contention protocols allow contention
for serial use of the bus under light loads to
reduce delays, but generally becomes a colli-
sion free protocol under heavy loads.
(6) Virtual token scheme [Ref. 41] has been devel-
oped for concurrency control in a distributed
database system. The token circulates on a
virtual ring and carries with it a sequencer
that delivers sequential and unique integer
values called tickets.
2 . Access Control List
Access to a resource must be restricted to the set
of allowable users. This is usually done by an access
control list or an access control matrix. Dynamic changes
to access rights cause some difficulties. But solutions 'are
available [Ref. 39]
.
In addition to sharing resources serially, DCS '
s
contain resources which can be shared simultaneously.
Resources that can be shared simultaneously pose no diffi-
culty if accessed individually. However, it is some times
necessary to access a group of resources at the same time. A
transaction is an abstraction which allows programmers to
group a sequence of actions into a logical unit. Protocols
for resolving data access conflicts between transactions
are called concurrency protocols. There are three major
classes of concurrency control protocols:
(1) Locking is a well known technique that is already
used at all levels of a system.
(2) Time stamp ordering [Ref. 42]: Time stamps all
accesses to data and then some common rule is
followed by all transactions in such a way as to
ensure serial access. This technique is also used
at all levels of system.
(3) Validation [Ref. 42] is a technique which permits
unrestricted access to data items but then checks
for potential conflicts at the commit point. The
commit point is the time at which a transaction is
sure to complete. This technique is useful when few
conflicts are expected.
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The concurrency control protocols as well as the
previously mentioned access control techniques of the
network are implemented across the entire spectrum from
centralized to distributed control. Hence, access control is
very closely related to the discussion in the next section
on distributed control. It is difficult to choose the right
access control technique for a given set of objects because




The various forms of distributed control depend on the
application and requirements for DCS. The majority of work
in distributed control is based on extensions to the
centralized state-space model and can be more accurately
described as decomposition techniques [Ref. 43] rather than
distributed control. Large scale problems are partitioned
into small problems each smaller problem being solved. It
requires extensive computing power, making them more suit-
able for application programs rather than system functions.
In this case, the distributed control of more demanding
types will be considered across three levels: network, DOS,
and DDB levels.
1 . Network
Functions in the network such as routing [Ref. 44]




Routing is the decision process which determines
the path a message follows from its source to its destina-
tion. Some routing schemes are completely fixed, others
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contain fixed alternate paths where the alternative is
chosen only for failures. This kind of routing is called
adaptive routing. Adaptive routing schemes may be central-
ized where a routing control center calculates good paths
and then distributes these paths to the individual proces-
sors of the network in the same period. But it is not a
distributed control.
Routing algorithms which exhibit distributed
control typically contain (N) copies of the algorithm (one
at each communication processor). Information is exchanged
between communication processors periodically or asynchro-
nously depending on traffic load. Such algorithms have the
potential for good performance and reliability because
distributed control can operate in the presence of failures
and quickly adapt to changing traffic patterns. Several
problems arise in such algorithms including the phenomena
known as ping ponging (message looping) and poor reaction.
b. Congestion
Congestion can, during high traffic, cause
completely performance collapses. Solutions for congestion
include preallocation of buffers and message discarding.
Congestion control for one algorithm set of permits circu-
lates around the network and a set of permits is fixed at
each processor. Whenever a communication processor wants to
transmit a message it requires a permit, either one
assigned to that site or a circulating permit. When a desti-
nation communication processor removes a message from the
network it regenerates the permit. This algorithm limits the
number of messages in the network depending on the number of






Distributed control for DDS involves data integrity,
consistency and concurrency controls. One well. known concur-
rency control software procuct is INRIA [Ref. 41]. It main-
tains integrity of the database in the presence of
concurrent users. The distributed controllers must cooperate
to achieve system wide objectives for good performance
subject to data integrity constrains. Another algorithm is
based on two phase locking and atomic actions . Removing the
data integrity constrains from algorithms will improve
performance of DDB but control problems become much more
difficult to manage.
3 Distributed Operating System
In the operating system area, functions like sched-
uling, deadlock detection, access control and file servers
are candidates for being implemented with distributed
control. Most operating system functions must run in real-
time (synchronization) with minimum overhead (time
sensitive )
.
In summary there are many forms of distributed
control. Deciding which form is appropriate for each func-
tion in a DCS is difficult. Deciding how distributed control
algorithms of different forms will interact with each other
under one system is even more complex. The advantages of
designing proper algorithms in the right combination will be
improved performance, reliability and extensibility.
D. RELIABILITY
Reliability is a fundamental issue for any system. But
it is perhaps, even more important to DCS. Reliability
includes the following entities:
-Error: an item of information which when processed by
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the normal algorithms of the system will produce a
failure
.
-Failure: an event at which a system violates its
specifications
.
-Fault: a mechanical or algorithmic defect which may
generate an error (a fault may be permanent, transient
or intermittent).
-Fault avoidance: ability of a system to avoid
entering a fault state.
-Fault tolerance: employs error detection and redun-
dancy to allow the circumvention of faults without
operator intervention.
Reliability can be defined as the degree of tolerance
against errors and faults. Increased reliability comes from
fault avoidance and fault tolerance. Reliability is a multi-
dimensional activity that must simultaneously address some
or all of the following: fault detection, fault masking,
retries, recover, restart, repair configuration and reinte-
gration. Instead of explaining each activity, all these




In the network, data link protocols use handshaking
techniques with positive feed back; frames contain error
detection codes such as CRC ; timers are used to access the
last message, last token or network partioning. Some
networks create an abstraction called a virtual circuit that
guarantees reliable transmission of messages. Flow control
protocols attempt to avoid congestion, lost message due to
buffer overruns and possible deadlock due to heavy traffic
and not enough buffer space. Alarm and other high priority
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messages are used to identify dangerous situations needing
immediate attentions. Routing algorithms can contain




All techniques used in the network can also be used
in DOS. Reliable DOS should also support replicated files,
exception handlers, interprocess communication, testing
procedures run from remote processors and avoid single
points of failure by combination of replications, back up
facilities and distributed control. Distributed control is
used for file servers, name servers, scheduling algorithms.
Reliable interprocess communication would enforce "at least
one" or "exactly once" semantics depending on the type of
interprocess communication being invoked.
3 Programming Languages
ARGUS [Ref. 45] is an example of a distributed
programming language. A distributed program written in ARGUS
may, however, experience deadlock. It supports atomic
objects, transactions, nested actions, reliable remote
procedure calls, stable variables, periodic and background
testing procedures.
4 Distributed Databases
Distributed databases make use of many reliability
futures such as stable storage, stable transactions, nested
transactions [Ref. 46], commit and recovery protocols
[Ref. 47], nonblocking commit protocols [Ref. 48], termina-
tion protocols, check-pointing, replication, primary backups
and timeouts to detect failures. Termination and recovery
protocol impact database reliability.
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a. Termination Protocols
Termination protocols [Ref. 50] are used in
conjuction with nonblocking commit protocols and are invoked
at failure detection time to guarantee transaction. It
attempts to terminate (commit or abort) all effected trans-
actions at all participating host processors without waiting
for recovery. This is an extremely important feature when it
is necessary to allow as much continuation as possible.
b. Recovery Protocol
The major functions of recovery protocol are to
restart the system processes and to reestablish consistent
transaction states for all transactions affected by the
failure, if this has not been already accomplished by the
termination protocol.
It is obvious that a termination (clean up) and
recovery protocol is required at all levels in the system.
For example, termination and recovery protocols may them-
selves be distributed to enhance reliability. However the
distributed termination protocol typically require N(N-l)
messages during a round of communication where N is the
number of participating objects. This is too costly for slow
networks but it may be acceptable on fast local networks or
within a uniprocessor. The benefits would be greater reli-
ability and better availability.
Reliability is strongly related to object
oriented DCS. For example, object oriented systems confine
errors to a large degree and define a consistent system
state to support rollback and restart. The goal of reliable
system design is to create "reliable" objects out of unreli-
able objects. For many systems it is too costly to incor-
perate an extensive number of reliability mechanisms. The
major challenge is to integrate solutions to all these
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issues in a cost effective manner and produce a reliable
system.
E. HETEROGENEITY
Incompatibility problems arise in heterogeneous DCS in a
number of ways and at all levels. First, incompatibility is
due to the different internal formatting schemes that exist
in a collection of different communication and host proces-
sors. Second, incompatibility arises from the differences
in communication protocols and topology when networks are
connected to other networks via gate ways. Third major
incompatibilities arise due to different operating systems,
file servers and database systems.
The easiest solution to the problem for simple DCS is to
avoid the issue by using a homogeneous collection of
machines and software. If it is not practical, then some
form of translation is necessary. Better solutions are
applicable under certain situation, including an interme-
diate translator or an intermediate standard data format.
Intermediate translators accept data from the resource
and produce an acceptable format for destination. This is
effective when the number of different types of necessary
conversions is small. For example, a gateway links two
different networks and acts as an intermediate translator.
In the case of intermediate data format, if the number
of different types to be dealt with grows very large, then a
single intermediate translator becomes unmanageable. In this
case an intermediate standard data format (interface) is
restored, hosts convert to the standard data and another
conversion takes place at the destination by choosing the
standard most common format in the system, the number of
conversions can be reduced. Two methods of interfacing stan-
dard data formats for networked micro computers are program
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abstract machine and combining different operating systems
in the same processor. An abstract machine which provides
interface between application software and different
processors is complex. The second approach is used in some
office automation systems. It collects different CPU chips
on a single board.' For example, Strict co-processor card
combines 8086 and 68000 chips and allows the use of
XENIX/UNIX OP and the powerful distributed databases that
run under UNIX. In addition Quadran developed an Apple
emulater card for IBM PC to run CP/M 86 and CP/M OP. The
abstract machine approach is based on complex software which
covers much memory space and has been used in mini and large
computers, but is not available for micro computers. To
solve heterogeneous problems by using abstract machines for
micro computers requires special purpose computers to work
as file servers, stable stores. As defined above, the
abstract machine approach would become much expensive than
hardware which contains more than one different operating
system chip for a small size DCS. In addition, hardware
would be easy to install into the computer and would be
cheap
.
In general, the problem of providing translation for the
movement of data and programs between heterogeneous hosts
and networks has not been solved. The main problem is
ensuring that such programs and data is interpreted
correctly at the destination host. It is inevitable that
imcompatibilit ies will exist in DCS because it is natural
to extend such systems by interconnecting network by adding
new hosts and communication processors and by increasing
functionablity with new software. Furthermore the main func-
tion of NOS , DOS and file servers is to present uniform




DCS are meant to be efficient in a multitude of ways.
Efficiencies of DCS are:
(1) Resources developed at one host can be shared by
other hosts by limiting duplicate efforts.
(2) To share expensive hardware resources minimizes the
cost
.
(3) To improve response time and throughput of user
process .
Once the system is operational, improving response time
and throughput of the user process is the responsibility of
scheduling and resource-process management algorithms
[Refs. 51,52,53,54,55].
1. Resource and Process Management
Typically the resource and process management
require synchronization techniques which provide structure
and order to interactions and thus give rise to a stable and
consistent system resource and process management.
Synchronization techniques are well suited for regu-
lating access to shared resources are classified as "access
synchronization" techniques (all access control techniques
mentioned in the object model are of this type).
Synchronization techniques are well suited for maintaining
specified as " coordinating synchronization" techniques
(these techniques are used in distributed control tech-
niques). Finally, techniques used to change the logical
relations which are maintained by synchronization tecniques
are classified "meta- synchronization" techniques.
a. Access Synchronization
Access synchronization is a mapping from a
randomly generated order of requests into an organized
temporal order so as to maintain the consistency of the
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shared resource. The temporal accessing order is meant to
achieve consistency requirements.
The parameters of access synchronization are:
(1) The type of request, such as read or write.
(2) Sharing policy, such as priority
(e
.
g. priority or incoming message used for
ready process in CHORUS operating system)
.
(3) The state of shared resource, such as the
shared buffer being empty or full.
(4) In DCS there is also the logical dependencybetween distributed resources. When
members of a set of resources are
?t
update
dependent such a set is called "update
set". For example, distributed and repli-
cated files from an update set (trans-
action) . The logical dependence between
distributed and shared resource is at the
heart of distributed access
synchronization.
b. Coordinating Synchronization
Coordinating synchronization is one of the
central tasks of a DCS. It provides a state exchange mecha-
nism between processes. The parameters of coordinating
synchronization are:
(1) On the sender's side, a list of receivers
of a given event.
(2) On the sender's side an exception handling
routine when the expected response from the
receiver doesn't occur.
(3) On the receiver's side , a list of author-
ized senders for each type of event in
order to guard against unauthorized sending
and a routine to help the operating system
to find out why unauthorized sending
happens
.
(4) On the receiver's side, a set of procedures
to operate on the received events.
(5) An interprocess communication protocol to
handle the communications between the event




Meta synchronization is used to exchange the
existing logical relations without stopping the system
(otherwise it would be too expensive to stop the system as a
whole). This could be the result of a system object failure,
so there is no way, but to alter the logical relations, to
adapt to remaining hardware. It could also be the result of
system expansion.
2 . Scheduling
The scheduling algorithm is related to the resource
allocation because a process will not be scheduled for the
CPU if it is waiting for a resource. Generally, it would be
better" to handle system characteristics either of two ways:
(1) System characteristics: include the number,
type and speed of processors, the alloca-
tion of data and programs, the amount and
location of replicated data and programs,
how data are partioned, partitioned func-
tionality in the form of dedicated proces-
sors, any special purpose hardware,
characteristic of the communication proto-
cols and clocks used in the system.
(2) Scheduling algorithm characteristics: A
good scheduling algorithm would take system
characteristics into account. Scheduling
algorithm characteristics include: the type
and amount of state information used, how
and when that information is transmitted,
how that information is used, when the
algorithm is invoked, adaptability of algo-
rithm and stability of algorithm.
In this chapter, the global issues of the DCS were
already described. The degree of complexity of the DCSs
extended from networked computers to reliable DCSs depends
on what degree those issues have been used in the system.
For lower complexity the system would be a networked
computers like today's PC networks. A well designed PC
network can achieve file transfer, print pooling, remote
access and record locking between hosts using 7 layers of
ISO protocol in the network. The implementation of 7 layers
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are provided by writing the first two or three layers into
ROM on the communication card and by writing software
programs for the higher levels. The communication software
covers more than 100 Kbyte RAM in memory. During communica-
tion between nodes, networks take the CPU away from
executing application programs (e.g. database, spreadsheet).
When micro computers are considered as part of DCS, the
architecture of micro computers will not be adequate to
handle all the issues of DCS. It requires more memory space,
and more co-processors. For example, PC vendors are willing
to build communication cards with powerful communication
processors and ROM without using the CPU and software. But
this new product will not be able to help micro computers
provide all issues of DCS.
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IV. SELECTION AN DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
In this chapter, I will discuss the selection of DCS
based on mini and personal computers and show a design meth-
odology of a computer system for the organization.
A. SELECTION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Considering distributed computer systems' advantages of
cost/performance, cost / communication, reliability
,
and user
satisfaction play a main role in building DCSs instead of
multi-user systems. But today's improving VLSI technology
has made the power of super mini computers similar or more
powerful than the main frames of the 1970' s. For example,
the cost per MIPS (million instruction per second) for super
mini computers ranges from $70,000 to $120,000 compared with
main frame (IBM 3080 ) computing at $210,000 per MIPS
[Ref. 58]. Figure 4.1 illustrates the classes of today's
computers [Ref. 59]. The result of producing powerful mini
computers has been changing the idea about connecting micro
computers to network and replaced it with an idea about to
connecting micro computers and dumb terminals to a central
super mini computer via ring or bus network (departmental
approach to computer networks) to reduce the workload and to
establish the local control mechanism on the main network.
There are many reasons which support the idea of central
minis in network and in DCS. If the multi-user systems based
on super minis versus personal computer networks are
compared to the system cost Figure 4.2 and on the cost per
user basis Figure 4.3 the personal computer network would be
more efficient for small networks (less than 6 users) but
for more than six users, multi-user system will be more
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Class Description Cost
Supercomputers >Gbyte physical memory
>Gbyte virtual address space
<1 nsec cycle time
>$10M
Mainframes >10Mbyte physical memory
>Gbyte virtual address space
<50 nsec cycle time
>$1M
Super mini comp. >lMbyte physical memory
>Gbyte virtual address space
<100 nsec cycle time
<$250K
mini computers >lMbyte physical memory
>Gbyte virtual address space
<150 nsec cycle time
<$100K




Figure 4.1 Classes of Computers.
efficient [Ref. 60]. The extension cost of multi-user
systems would be cheaper than adding a new PC to the
network. But if the multi user system is at its performance
limit, it will cost a great deal for the next user.
The advantages of using central super mini computers
would solve the lack of using personal computers
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Figure 4.2 System Cost Comparison.
the star topology connected other central minis via a bus or
a ring network. (split data systems) Figure 4.4 configures
a departmental CPU and executes functions such as local
database management and process control, networking and
communications (access control functions), workstation
supports, downloading the application and OS software into
PCs without using their disk drives, and more advance
services such as document image capture and processing. In
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Figure 4.3 Cost per User Comparison.
The central mini approach should also solve the problems
of heterogeneity. For example, heterogeneity has been
solved by writing emulating software (abstract machines)
used by DEC to connect IBM PCs to VAX 11/750, 11/785 and
8600 mini computers. As a server, a central mini provides
file server facilities for downloading programs to PCs, a
global name server for system and a local name server for
the department
.
Another advantage of this approach is that it achieves
not only connection of micro computers but also connection
of " dumb terminals to the central mini which act like a
server for a group of PCs and acts like a main frame for













Figure 4.4 Networks for Departmental Approach.
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Centralized minis appear to be a better solution for the
RTN's new computer system than the multi-user system. The
new computer system is thought to provide various data
processing facilities to the commands spread^ over a 20km
area. A multi-user computer system as a third computer
center would be more costly because of the higher cost of
the extensions, the telecommunication, and the repairof long
communication lines, although the economics of storage
devices for large computers are cheaper. The RTN wants a
reliable computer system. Multi-user computer systems can
not assure a reliable system for the RTN.
Centralized minis recommended to the RTN have some advan-
tages and match the geographically separate commands. With
respect to cost, the installation of mini and micro
computers to the commands do not require much money. The
software cost is lower for mini and micro computers
.
Although multi-us systems have some advantages such as data
security, lower data redundancy, and higher data standard-
ization, the high data traffic on long communication lines
would cause congestions, deadlocks, and slow response time.
The standard data structures should be achieved by one
design group (explained in the next section) for each
centralized mini.
The structure of the data distribution on centralized
minis for the new system is planned to provide each
command's needs. It is made up of connected number of hier-
archical data systems. A hierarchical data system consists
of a central super mini computer and a number of PCs . The
central mini obtains the master copy of data, controls data
flows (e.g. reports, supply orders), and provides an update
process between itself and the PCs. During update
processing, a change is made to the data in one PC. This
change should be passed to the central mini either immedi-
ately, or depending on its update priority.
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The split data system consists of a number of central
minis connected via a bus or a ring network. Each hierarch-
ical data system has its own local data or a copy of global
data in the same data structure. To use local data or global
data in a central mini depends on the the RTN ' s policy for
the new system. Global data transactions should be processed
between the higher- level machines.
While deciding the network topology for an organization,
the research may find support a topology and a data distri-
bution which matches the organization's structure and its
budget. There is no way to say which is the better topology.
But the central super mini computers may be better than
other other topologies because it possesses both the advan-
tages of centralized and decentralized DCS.
B. DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEM
There are many interesting and challenging problems
associated with the design of DCS with the matching of a DCS
to the structure of an organization. These problems arise
primarily because a DCS has many objects which must fit the
organization structure and policy.
In designing DCS process, the responsibility of solving
problems will be divided into two groups: The first is the
research group which considers user's decisions, and the
definitions of the organization requirements; the second is
a technical group which considers the solutions provided by
the research group to build a DCS for the organization.
1 . Research Group
The most important stage in systems design is the
definition of system requirements. It is important for the
following reasons. First it is essential for both the tech-
nical designers and users of the system to be absolutely
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clear about what they want the system to do. Only if system
requirements are clearly defined will technical specialists
have a set of required outputs against which they can match
existing hardware and software. Similarly, only if system
requirements are clearly defined will users have a set of
precise expectations of what they want the new system to
help them achieve. These -expectations should be specified
as a set of objectives directed at improving personnel and
department efficiency, effectiveness, job satisfaction and
quality of working life. Poor definition of system require-
ments occurs when users are inadequately consulted about
their needs or not motivated to think seriously about them.
Such problems can be avoided if a research group consists of
user representatives, and technical specialists
[Refs. 63,70]. It is created to undertake the definition of
system requirements and the current organizational system.
The research group, before developing techniques for
measuring and collecting data concerning the system require-
ments, could be used to assess the effect of distributed
systems on their users. They must observe the DCSs on the
market to assess their capabilities and their drawbacks.
Observation can be applied to four types: laboratory experi-
ments of DCs; true experiments of DCS in the organizations;
quasi-experiments in the organization; non- experimental
designs
.
Laboratory experiments examine the effects of DCS.
Although these experiments have produced interesting
results, at present they are of limited value in DCS. They
cannot recreate important paths of the system environment
and their results often cannot be generalized.
Quasi-experimental designs include some experimental
controls but lack a random assignment of subjects to the
studies. Research that uses a quasi- experimental design can
eliminate many threats to the validity of a study . It may
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may possibly show how post study differences between test
and control groups in the research group were caused. For
example, post test changes in effectiveness of the test
group might be due to events other than the introduction and
use of system.
Nonexperimental designs can be applied to case
studies which can aid hypothesis formulation, but can rarely
test hypotheses adequately because of their limited scope.
True experiments of DCS in the organization help to
make cost estimations, to obtain users' ideas on use of
system and to decide new systems decisions. But imitating a
system completely for another organization often does not
work. The best way is for a pilot system (prototype system)
[Ref . 70] design for new the desired system. Observations
from four or more of them shpuld be used.
A pilot system which is a simulation of the actual
DCS could be used to apply collected data from observations.
The pilot group members would consist of section mangers and
their secretaries from the management service functions,
internal and external technical consultants, and the head of
the department. During the pilot process, some measurements
are applied to the data. Table VI shows the measurement
instruments. The measurement instruments developed for the
pilot include a prestudy questionnaire on organizational
effectiveness, an extensive survey questionnaire form for
determining which respondents communicated during a typical
specified time period, an act ivities/ communication log for
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In general, the pilot system imposes the user commu-
nication, time use, access to information, attitude toward
DCS technology and quality of working life.
Using the results of measured collected data in the
pilot system, the research group is able to present a busi-
ness case to management to extend the project to an opera-
tional system covering most of the custom systems division.
Managers, project leaders, administrative personnel and
other employees are being placed on the system.
The operational system has added several functions
to the ones provided on the pilot system. User profiles
tailor the system's user interface to the skill levels,
requirements, and preference of each user. For example, some
users prefer a menu-based interface [Ref. 66] (e.g.Zog/USS
Carl Vinson DCS). The user calls the menu, which appears on
the screen, then he chooses the function he needs by typing
in the function number listed in the menu. Users who run
into trouble may be assisted by a computer-aided instruction
facility. The menu-driven approach doesn't need a high
degree of training for the user in the system and can be
used in systems (e.g. government, military) which display a
high degree of personel turnover.
In summary, the methodology from the prepilot system
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During the prepilot phase, data are collected to
design the pilot system. During the test phase, information
is drawn from the users and from the existing system to help
evaluate and define it. During the operational distributed
system phase, post-test and system monitoring data are
combined with system analysis data to enable the specifica-
tion and cost justification of a fully operational system.
C. TECHNICAL GROUP
The technical group consists of most members from the
research group and begin work on the operational system
phase and continue to work throughout the system life cycle.
The technical group should design the system according to
technical options found by the research group. In fact, the
technical options found after defining the system require-
ments are related with the job satisfaction objectives,
explains the available range of equipment and tools which
fit best with the achievement of the objectives.
Generally, the technical group consist of two smaller
groups: a network design group and a system design group.
1 . Network Design Group
Network design group is responsible to write the
communication software and construct the network topology.
They must build the desired network system in the design
and/or enhancement phase according to the criteria listed in
Appendix B.
connection establishment
rules of information transfer
order of messages
integrity and security of information transfer
handling long messages









2 . System Design Group
The system designer group should concentrate on
writing DOS and application softwares (e.g. database
programs) and creating functional modules, building the
operating system under the following issues which were
already described in Chapters II and III. Note that it is
difficult to place a boundary between the network and the
system design group because some issues given are common.
a) naming and addressing objects
b) allocating functions to modules and modules to
processors
c) distributing data across nodes of the network
d) specifiying appropriate levels of performance
e) determining methods for deadlock prevention,
avoidance, detection and recovery
f) determining procedures for recovery from the
system malfunction
The important thing is that the complexity of the
system depends on the amount of spending money which top
manager thinks. This cost effectiveness problem should be
solved by the technical options that the research group and
the technical group prepared. Sometimes the options will




Distributed computer systems have been presented as a
candidate system that be appeared for the RTN ' s new
computer system. The reason for showing the distributed
computer systems as an alternative system is that a distrib-
uted computer system potentially provides significant advan-
tages including: better performance, reliability, resource
sharing, and extensibility. The extensibility and reli-
ability advantages of a distributed computer system meet the
RTN ' s needs for the new system. The new computer system is
planned to provide data processing to a number of dispersed
commands at Golcuk-Istanbul
.
The applications of distributed computer systems are a
new era for the RTN. The aim of chapter II was to introduce
the main elements of distributed computer systems. The local
area network with its topology, standards, and cost/
performance and message- traffic/performance for various
networks. While the RTN is determining its requirements for
the new system, it should decide on a topology based on
reliability, and cost and message- traffic/performance ratios
and select one of the three well known network standards
(CSMA/CD, token bus, token ring) for the new system.
Distributed operating systems were also explained to
show the differences between an uni-processor operating
system and a distributed operating system and between
tight ly- coupled and loosely- coupled systems. For the RTN,
combination of the tightly and the loosely- coupled operating
systems should be examined. The central minis in a split
data system could use a loosely-coupled operating system to
handle their own local data. The combination of two
distributed operating systems should be selected by the
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Chief of Turkish Navy based on several research projects. A
number of operating systems was given in Figure 2.11.
In chapter III the concept of the distributed computer
systems was described. If all those issues are understood
by a system design group, the designers easily mix the
system requirements and the technical options to build an
efficient distributed computer systems for the organization.
A centralized mini approach was recommended to the RTN
as an application of distributed computer systems with a
hierarchical data system because of the dispersed commands
located at Golcuk. The central minis are connected to each
other via a bus or a ring network in the system. The advan-
tage of this split data system gives the commands autonomous
control of their local data and allows them to update global
data and critical data between their central minis without
local users.
The most important thing required to design an efficient
distributed system is that the Chief of Turkish Navy select
the members of the design group carefully. The design group
should consist of a high ranking officer, wide representa-
tion of users, technical consultants (internal and external
consultants), computer system vendors, and external system
design consultants. Definitions of the system requirements
and the technical options should be applied on a pilot
system first. A pilot system helps the designer group to
measure the system's inputs and outputs by using defined
technical options and also provides a training opportunity
to key personnel of the new system.
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APPENDIX A
CHARACTERISTICS OF ISO MODEL "




Layer 2 : Data link connection activation and deactiva-
tion (these functions include the use of
physical multi point facilities to support
connections
)
Mapping data units provided from the network
layer into data link protocol units for
transmission
Multiplexing of one data link connection onto
several physical connections
Delimiting of data link protocol units for
transmission
Error detection recovery and notification
Identification and parameter exchange with
peer data link parties
Adaption of speed between sender and receiver
Layer 3 : Network addressing and end point identifica-
tion
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Multiplexing Network connections onto data
link connections provided by the next lower
level
Segmenting and/or blocking to facilitate data
transfer
Service selection when different services are
available
Selection of service quality based on parame-
ters such as ressidual errors, service avail-
ability, reliability, throughput, transit
delay, and connection establishment delay
Error detection and recovery to support
desired quality of service
Error notification to higher levels when
service quality cannot be maintained
Sequenenced delivery of data if available
from a particular implementation
Flow control
Expedited data transfer as an optional
s e rv i c e
Connection reset with loss of enroute data
and notification to using parties




Layer 4 : 1. Establishment phase
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Selection of network service as a function of
parameters such as throughput transit delay,
set-up delay and error characteristics
Management of transport connection to lower
level connections
Establishment of appropriate data unit size
Selection of functions used during data
transfer
Transport of data from higher levels




Multiplexing of connections provided by lower
levels
Flow control in a session-oriented, end-to-
end sense
Maintenance of the identity between the two
transport functions acting on behalf of the
parties of the conversation
Error detection for lost, damaged, dupli-
cated, misordered or misdelivered data units
Error recovery to address problems detected
in this layer or signalled from lower levels
Transport of expedited data which flows out
side normal flow control mechanism
3. Termination Phase
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Notification of termination reason
Identification of connection terminated
Optional information as required




Guarantine service (ability of a sender to
control delivery at a receiver)
Interaction management (two-way alternate and
two-way simultaneous transmission control)
Exception reporting
Mechanism for session connection synchroniza-
tion
Management of the session
Address translation
Layer 6 : Session initiation and termination requests







Encryption to ensure security
Layer 7 : Identification of intended communications
partners and their availablity and authen-
ticity
Establishment of authority to communicate
Agreement on required privacy mechanism
Determination of cost allocation methodology
Determination of resource adequacy to provide
an acceptable quality of service
Synchronization of cooperating applications
Establishment of error recovery respons-
ability
Agreement on data validity commitment




DESIGN CRITERIA OF NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
Connection establishment: A network usually has many nodes;
some of them have multiple processes. Thus, techniques are
required for specifying who mants to talk to whom. Inany
layer where multiple designations are present, addressing is
needed should be solved as well
Rules of information transfer: Should transmission be
simplex, half duplex, or full dublex?
Order of messages: How does the protocol direct the
receiver to allow the seperate message parts to be sequenced
properly
Integrity of information transfer: Information must be
transmitted accurately. The logic used in a function of type
of node, linking used, and protocols implemented. In addi-
tion, the receiver should have ways of telling the sender
which messages have been received in error.
Security of information transfer: The security level of
information is maintained within the communications function
only. It presents a defence mechanishm against external,
unauthorized penetration of the network. Security can
include multiple levels. But the higher the security level
provided, the more overhead checking and logging require-
ments have to be included
Handling long messages: The mechanism of disassembling,
transmitting and reassemling messages, in order not to lose




Adaptation of fast sender to slow receiver: Some kind of
buffering must be available to avoid receiver's overload,
the most promosing method is to continously gather informa-
tion on the actual reciever status, whether the receiver is
able to receive, and if so what quantity.
Routing : It provides for the most efficient transmission
of information from source to destination. The transmission
should consider all requirements in terms of service level
of efficiency. The following activities are included
addressing, path selection, load leveling, priority struc-
tures .
Logging : The ability to retain copies of traffic that have
been transferred through the network nodes is a key control
element. Major benefits include the ability to retrieve and
retransmit additional traffic copies and a real-time 'data-
base' for network recovery.
Sharing connections: These are critical for enhancing the
overall economy of networking. The sharing problems can be
addressed in many parts of networks, such as processing and
link utilization.
Network mangement : The architecture must ultimately be
capable of maintaining the communication systems service
level with optimum capacity at reasonable costs.
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